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Abstract
This article reviews the latest developments in our understanding of the
origin, development, and evolution of nymphalid butterfly eyespots. Recent
contributions to this field include insights into the evolutionary and developmental origin of eyespots and their ancestral deployment on the wing, the
evolution of eyespot number and eyespot sexual dimorphism, and the identification of genes affecting eyespot development and black pigmentation. I
also compare features of old and more recently proposed models of eyespot
development and propose a schematic for the genetic regulatory architecture of eyespots. Using this schematic I propose two hypotheses for why we
observe limits to morphological diversity across these serially homologous
traits.
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Homologous trait:
a trait in two or more
species that derives
from the same trait in
a common ancestor
Gene regulatory
network: functional
interactions between a
group of genes and
their protein products
over the course of
development to specify
a trait or feature in an
organism

Eyespots are colorful, conspicuous, and concentric circular markings that butterflies, mostly from
the family Nymphalidae, display on the margins of their wings (Figure 1a). Species often differ in
the location where these eyespots are displayed; in the total number of eyespots; and in their size,
color, and number of rings. In addition, eyespots within a single individual can have different morphologies, and a homologous eyespot can vary between males and females or with environmental
rearing conditions.
Understanding eyespots and eyespot diversity requires both ultimate and proximate explanations. The former addresses whether these traits are adaptive in interactions with predators and
in finding or securing mates, or are an outcome of neutral evolutionary processes. Proximate
explanations involve the origin of the gene regulatory network that differentiates eyespots, the
mechanisms that led to the network’s repeated deployment and individuation across the wing,
its sex-specific modification, and the developmental constraints that limit eyespot color or size
diversity.
Progress is being made in unraveling both ultimate and proximate mechanisms for explaining
eyespots. After briefly summarizing progress in our understanding of the ultimate mechanisms
that select and maintain eyespots on the wing, I focus primarily on summarizing recent work on
the mechanistic basis of eyespot origins, development, and evolution and the possible nature of
the constraints limiting eyespot color ring diversity.

a

Figure 1
The origin of eyespots. (a) Eyespots, circular bull’s-eye markings on the wings (exemplified here by
Orsotriaena medus), are inferred to have evolved once (b), in the lineage sister to the Danainae, concurrently
with the origin of expression of a small group of genes at the center of the eyespot pattern and during the
larval stages of development. Eyespot presence/absence was mapped for the species depicted on the left of
the phylogeny, whereas presence/absence of five proteins resulting from the expression of the five genes in
the eyespot centers was mapped for the species depicted in the center and to the right. Expression data (69,
70) are from species marked with asterisks (∗ ). Proteins: Antp, Antennapedia; Dll, Distal-less; En, Engrailed;
N, Notch; Sal, Spalt. Photo in panel a courtesy of William H. Piel. Panel b modified from Ref. 55 with novel
insights from Ref. 52.
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ECOLOGICAL FUNCTION OF EYESPOTS
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Serial homolog:
a repeated trait in a
body that develops
using the same gene
regulatory network

Although the ecological function of butterfly eyespots has been a subject of interest for over a
century (19, 64), research in this area has been mostly focused on the role of eyespots in interactions
with vertebrate predators (reviewed in 28, 72). Multiple hypotheses have been proposed for the
function of eyespots, including predator intimidation (81), predator deterrence (74), and predator
deflection to nonvital parts of the body (32). These hypotheses are under active study and debate
(36, 73, 75) via experiments with new predators (57, 71, 82), new backgrounds (56), or new light
environments (58). In addition, fieldwork involving mark/recapture experiments with either live
(63) or paper (76) models is demonstrating that predation on species with eyespots affects males
and females differently (63) and that specific characteristics of eyespots, such as conspicuousness,
are especially effective at reducing predation (76).
Several years ago, a novel role for eyespots as sexual signals was discovered (14, 18, 66), and
associated mechanisms for the maintenance and evolution of eyespot number have been proposed.
These mechanisms include the maintenance of eyespots in both sexes via mutual mate choice at
different times of the year (65) and male-specific gains in eyespots resulting from a female learning
bias in favor of more eyespots in males (86). The novel role in sexual signaling is primarily being
observed for eyespots expressed on the hidden, dorsal surfaces of the wings in a single investigated
species (66). Eyespots, however, only appeared on this surface many millions of years after they
originated on the ventral hindwing (see Origin of Eyespots, below); thus, the sexual signaling
function is likely derived, compared with the antipredatory function described above.

ORIGIN OF EYESPOTS
The field of butterfly wing pattern evolution has been, in my view, somewhat constrained by a
very influential model, the Nymphalid Ground Plan (50, 51, 61). This model proposes a system of
homologies for many of the wing color patterns in nymphalid butterflies, including eyespots, and
facilitates the identification of serial homologs across species. However, this model is easily misinterpreted as representing the ancestral nymphalid wing pattern—i.e., with eyespots originating
concurrently in all wing sectors. Recent use of the comparative method to map eyespot evolution
on a well-established nymphalid phylogeny, however, shows that likely this was not an ancestral
pattern.
Eyespots appear to have originated once within the Nymphalidae, at the base of the lineage
sister to the Danainae, around 90 Mya (55) (Figure 1b). The presence and absence of eyespots,
defined as circular spots with one or more additional concentric rings of a different color (37),
were scored in nearly 400 species of nymphalid butterflies belonging to as many different genera
and mapped onto a phylogeny constructed with DNA sequence data (83). The lineage where
eyespots originated later radiated into a large number of subfamilies, most notably the Satyrinae
and Nymphalinae, both containing many members with eyespots. The ancestor to all nymphalids,
however, did not have eyespots. Because eyespots are present in other butterfly and moth lineages
(37), these data imply that eyespots originated separately and independently in moth lineages
and in nymphalid butterflies. Detailed phylogenetic analysis of eyespot distribution outside the
nymphalids will be required to estimate the number of times that eyespots have independently
originated in the Lepidoptera as a whole.
Follow-up work using the same set of species but with more detailed scoring of eyespot location
on the wing confirmed the previous result and also identified the likely ancestral pattern for the first
nymphalid butterfly with eyespots. This ancestral pattern appears to have been a set of four or five
eyespots on the ventral hindwing. Furthermore, these first eyespots appear to have originated with
14.4
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the developmental ability to switch on and off independently from each other. This independence
at the origin was inferred by the subsequent pattern of gains and losses happening to individual
eyespots or small subsets of eyespots within that original cluster, and not to the cluster as a whole
(52).
Thus, eyespots appear to have originated on a particular wing (hindwing) and a particular
surface (ventral) and only subsequently to have colonized the anterior wing and dorsal surfaces
(52). Because there is evidence that eyespots all share roughly the same developmental gene
regulatory network, the original restriction of eyespots to only a few wing sectors could be due to
the restricted expression of activating transcription factors on the wing or due to the presence of
repressing transcription factors in wing sectors originally lacking eyespots. Over time, however,
additional sectors and surfaces of the wing became competent to activate the network, and thus
total eyespot number and positional diversity increased on the wings of nymphalid butterflies.
The pattern of origin of eyespot serial homology resembles that observed for vertebrate fins:
first originating along the dorsal midline, as a dorsal fin (22), then appearing as a pair of anterior
pectoral fins, and finally appearing in a more posterior region of the body as pelvic fins (67).
Similarly, in flies, the bristle gene regulatory network appears to have been present, at some point
in time, in only two positions on the dorsal thorax and to have later evolved novel positional
information that allowed bristles to appear in additional positions more anteriorly in the thorax
(33).
In addition to having originated in a particular wing surface, eyespots replaced simpler pattern
elements that already existed at these locations—simple colored spots centered between veins (52).
Currently, a detailed phylogenetic examination of the origin and wing distribution of spots is not
available, but cursory examination of specimens suggests that spots are found in most butterfly and
many moth lineages and are likely an ancient feature of lepidopteran wings. Eyespots appear, thus,
to have originated in the center of wing sectors by using positional information already marking
that center and used by simple colored spots.

Transcription factor:
a DNA-binding
protein with the ability
to alter expression of
nearby genes by
binding to
cis-regulatory
elements
Gene expression:
the process of gene
activation that leads to
transcription of
mRNA and then
protein synthesis
Co-option: the
recruitment of genes,
or larger gene
networks, to new
developmental
functions

ORIGIN OF EYESPOTS FROM SPOTS: COMPARATIVE
MOLECULAR DATA
What makes an eyespot different from a spot? Aside from having at least an extra ring of color,
eyespots look quite similar to spots. Both are usually centered in a wing sector and have a circular
appearance. However, a more detailed examination of the gene expression profiles that can be
found at the center of spots and eyespots during their development reveals some differences
between these traits. Surveys for the expression of a few candidate genes during the larval stage of
wing development in nymphalid species with eyespots found that at least two genes (spalt and Distalless) were expressed in most eyespot centers (55, 70) (Figure 1b). Out-group species with simple
spots or independently evolved eyespots did not express these same genes at the corresponding
stage of development. Surprisingly, four of the five genes surveyed appear to have a single origin
of expression in the eyespot centers at the same internal branch of the phylogeny that coincides
with the origin of eyespots (55) (Figure 1b). This suggests that eyespots may have originated from
a network co-option event involving at least these four genes (55). This co-option event may have
allowed a simple colored spot to become a multicolored and multiringed eyespot.
Interestingly, after the origin of expression of these four genes, multiple genes’ expression was
lost from eyespot centers without associated loss of eyespots (Figure 1b). This observation suggests
that perhaps following the co-option event, multiple genes did not function in the novel context
and that their expression was subsequently lost in some lineages. The retention of expression seen
for two genes (Distal-less and spalt) across the phylogeny suggests that they may have functioned
www.annualreviews.org • Evo-Devo of Butterfly Eyespots
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Morphogen:
an unidentified small
secreted molecule that
affects the
differentiation of cells
some distance away
from the secreting
cells, usually in a
concentrationdependent
manner
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from the very beginning in eyespot development, whereas the retention of expression of other
genes across only a subset of lineages suggests that these genes may have gained a novel function
in eyespot development in those lineages or that they remain functionless to this day (55).
If eyespots originated via a network co-option event, as suggested by the phylogenetic study,
an important task will be to figure out which pre-existing network was co-opted to function in
eyespot development. Several proposals for co-opted networks have been advanced. These include
gene networks involved in ventral appendage development (16); in the formation of the anteriorposterior wing compartments (26); in wound healing (42); and, most recently, in wing margin
development (25). These circuits/networks all have some genes in common with eyespots, but
similarities at other levels, such as at the level of function or regulatory interaction, have yet to be
pursued. Empirical tests for deciding which, if any, of these networks was recruited to aid in eyespot
origins have been proposed (38, 43) but will need to be executed. At stake is an important challenge
for the field of evolutionary biology: Can we demonstrate that the origin of novel complex traits
in organisms occurs via abrupt and sudden changes in gene regulatory network architecture? Do
phenotypes change gradually, or can some phenotypes change abruptly, via the recruitment of
preexisting gene regulatory networks deployed and subsequently modified for novel functions?
Additional aspects of eyespot evolution are also unclear. For instance, how does the co-option
of genes to the center of a primitive spot pattern turn spots into eyespots? The main morphological
feature distinguishing spots from eyespots, after all, is the external addition of rings to the simpler
spot pattern. Intriguingly, several of the genes that are expressed in the center of eyespots are
additionally expressed later in development in the rings around the center (15), and it is not
impossible that the origins of the two developmental expression domains are interconnected.
However, not until additional comparative work has been performed to pinpoint the origin of
the novel rings of gene expression around the central cells will we be able to grasp how novel
gene expression domains at the center of an eyespot (during the larval stage) correlate with gene
expression in the rings at the periphery (during the pupal stage), which distinguishes spots from
eyespots.
Recently it was shown that damage applied to cells at the center of simple black spots on the
wings of a pierid butterfly (a basal lineage to nymphalids) led to smaller spots (77). This experiment
parallels those that have been performed in nymphalids with eyespots, during the pupal stage (12,
23, 48, 62), and suggests that both spots and eyespots have a group of cells at their center that
signal to surrounding cells to specify the rest of the pattern. It is quite possible that in the common
ancestor of both groups, cells at the center of spots expressed a yet to be identified set of marker or
signaling genes that are also expressed in the center of eyespots. These centrally expressed genes
may have, in fact, facilitated the co-option of the battery of genes now associated with eyespot
centers and with the origin of eyespots.

EYESPOT DIFFERENTIATION: MODELS
As mentioned above, the cells at the center of the eyespot are able to differentiate a complete
eyespot around them during the pupal stage, but how this occurs is under debate. What is known,
through transplantation experiments in both Junonia coenia (48) and Bicyclus anynana (24), is that
these cells (but not surrounding cells) can differentiate complete eyespots wherever they are placed
on the early pupal wing.
The first proposed model to explain how these cells are differentiating the complete eyespot
pattern around them is named the gradient model. Here, one or more morphogens, produced in
the central cells, diffuse to the surrounding cells (41, 42, 47, 48). The surrounding cells, depending
on particular response thresholds to these morphogens, respond to the continuous concentration
14.6
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gradient in a discrete fashion. High concentrations activate a subset of downstream target genes,
whereas lower concentrations activate a smaller subset of (more sensitive) genes. This leads to the
differentiation of discrete rings of cells, expressing a different set of transcription factors, that are
then fated to produce different colors (15).
Over the years, other competing models have been proposed for the differentiation of an
eyespot (20, 60). These models differ in detail, but they all propose that eyespot differentiation
depends on multiple diffusible signals, only the first of which is produced by the central cells. Once
part of an eyespot is differentiated, either the cells in the immediate first ring (20) or the cells in
all the dark rings around the central cells (60) further signal to surrounding cells to differentiate
(20) or sharpen (60) the additional color rings. Both of these models, however, fail to explain
important experimental data. For instance, damaging the central cells can abolish the first dark
ring of colored scales in B. anynana, leading to the outer ring of light color differentiating as the
first (and only) ring (23, 24). This result cannot be easily explained by serial induction, where the
inner (or dark) ring has to differentiate first in order for the outer (light) ring to differentiate.
According to the gradient model, however, the differentiation of the outer ring of color in a more
central position is expected, because these cells are merely responding to lower concentrations of
a morphogen gradient, which are now present closer to the signaling cells because of the untimely
arrest of signal production. These lower concentrations of a morphogen can induce the expression
of the more sensitive downstream target genes, normally expressed at the periphery of an eyespot,
but not the less sensitive genes normally expressed at the center. Also, the expression of multiple
transcription factors in consecutive rings (both dark and light rings) around the eyespot center
at approximately the same time (15) does not lend support to the alternative model—i.e., the
induction model (60), which proposes that dark rings differentiate before light rings. Additional
shortcomings of this model relative to the gradient model are presented in Table 1.
The simple gradient model, unlike claims to the contrary (59), can potentially also produce
variation in eyespot morphology across a wing, such as variation in size, number of rings, and
size and color of each ring. This can be achieved if components of this model (the signal and
the response to the signal) are differentially modulated by the presence of compartment-specific
transcription factors, such as Cubitus interruptus and Engrailed, which are differentially expressed
in anterior and posterior butterfly wing compartments, respectively (26), or by the presence of
sector-specific transcription factors, such as Spalt (Sal), with more complex expression domains
(Figure 2). Although other transcription factors, with sector-specific expression domains, have
yet to be identified in butterfly wings, multiple such proteins, as well as Spalt, are known to be
present in developing Drosophila wings and direct the differentiation of veins at the boundary of
their expression domains (9, 10). Orthologs of the genes coding for these proteins, once identified
in butterfly wings, will become important candidate genes for sector-specific modifiers of eyespot
developmental mechanisms across the anterior-posterior axis of a wing (26).
In addition to the models described above, which address signaling from eyespot centers, a
different class of models has been proposed for the differentiation of the eyespot centers themselves
(49). These models rely on (yet to be identified) mechanisms of reaction-diffusion, with diffusible
signals being generated at the wing margin and at the veins. The interaction between these signals
as they diffuse eventually leads to the stable expression of one of the signals at the center of each
wing sector. Some candidate diffusible molecules are known to be present in butterfly wings, such
as Wingless at the margin (16, 25), but other candidate signaling pathways, such as epidermal
growth factor receptor–mediated signaling and Decapentaplegic signaling, that are known to be
present in developing Drosophila veins (11) have yet to be visualized in butterflies.
More recently, these reaction-diffusion models have been updated via the addition of known
genes and regulatory interactions from the putatively co-opted networks in Drosophila (21, 34).
www.annualreviews.org • Evo-Devo of Butterfly Eyespots
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Model

(15, 42, 48)

Induction model (60)

Data that support either model

Properties of the signal

One or more morphogens
diffuse from central cells
to surrounding cells.

Multiple signals, produced by
the central cells, are set out as
waves at different times during
development and travel various
distances.

Wingless and TGF-β molecules are
known morphogens and are present
in the center of eyespots early in
pupal development (42), offering
support to either model.

Properties of the
surrounding
cells—differentiation

Surrounding cells respond
to the central
morphogen(s) at different
concentration thresholds
and at approximately the
same time.

The wave signals are interpreted
at roughly the same time to
differentiate only the dark
bands around an eyespot (and
parafocal bands).

Multiple transcription factors are
expressed in each of the different
colored rings in an eyespot at
approximately the same time,
including light and dark rings (15).
This supports the gradient model.

Properties of the
surrounding
cells—differentiation

The light rings of color of
an eyespot are assumed to
differentiate directly in
response to the central
morphogen gradient.

The light rings of color in an
eyespot are assumed to be
determined passively—they are
similar to background scales.

Specific transcription factors are
expressed in light rings in an eyespot
at times equivalent to those in the
dark rings. These transcription
factors are not expressed in the
background scales (15). This supports
the gradient model.

Number and type of
inducing cells

The eyespot centers are
assumed to be the only
sources of diffusible
signals.

The dark rings are assumed
secondary sources of signals,
inducing an inhibitory signal in
the light rings.

Candidate morphogens have only been
localized to the eyespot centers. No
molecular evidence currently
supports secondary induction signals
required for the induction model.

Boundaries between
color rings

Sharp boundaries between
rings are proposed to be
due to cross regulatory
interactions among
adjacent transcription
factors present in some
species.

Sharp boundaries between dark
and light rings are proposed to
be due to a reaction-diffusion
interaction between
short-range activating and
long-range inhibitory signals.

No molecular mechanism is known
that lends support to either model.

Abbreviation: TGF-β, Transforming growth factor beta.

This latter class of models, however, will need to be tweaked in the future to incorporate the
finding that several of the genes that were assumed to be universally expressed in eyespot centers
and required for their development seem to be dispensable in multiple lineages (55, 70, 80).

EYESPOT DEVELOPMENT: MOLECULAR DATA
Support for any of the models described above ultimately needs to come from developmental
perturbation experiments explored at the molecular level. So far, a variety of candidate genes
with expression in the eyespot field have been identified (reviewed in 45; Figure 3), but only two
genes have been tested at the functional level. One of the genes tested codes for the transcription
factor Distal-less (Dll), the first molecular maker associated with eyespots (16), and is a gene
expressed in most nymphalid eyespots (55, 70). The other gene codes for the ligand Hedgehog (Hh)
(26).

Ligand: a small
protein involved in
cell-cell
communication
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Figure 2
The transcription factor Spalt (Sal) is dynamically expressed in particular wing sectors during the larval stage. Sal is expressed in subsets
of both anterior and posterior wing sectors in larval forewings of Bicyclus anynana (braces). This sector-specific expression, however,
weakens as the wings grow larger. Sal’s early asymmetric expression may contribute to individuating subsets of serial homologous
eyespots across the wing. If functional genes in the network evolve binding sites for the Sal protein, this could allow the subset of
eyespots developing in the sectors expressing Sal to acquire different sizes or positions along the wing margin, relative to eyespots in
sectors lacking Sal. Depicted are antibody stains for a laboratory mutant, Spotty, that develops four eyespots on the forewing, instead of
the normal two. Sal is additionally expressed in a dynamic pattern associated with the eyespot centers. Anti-Sal antibody was a courtesy
of R. Barrio.

Dll has two temporally distinct expression domains in eyespots that appear to serve distinct
functions. Expression of Dll in the cluster of cells associated with the center of the eyespots begins
during the middle of the fifth instar (13). This expression domain persists well into the pupal stage
(15, 42). However, around 20 h after pupation, a novel Dll expression domain appears around the
central group of cells, in the area where a black ring will appear in adult eyespots (15, 42). The
function of Dll in each of its areas of expression has been addressed with separate experiments.
Overexpressing Dll during the fifth instar larvae, using a transgenic B. anynana butterfly line
with a second coding sequence for Dll placed downstream of a heat-shock promoter, led to larger
eyespots in the adults (40), whereas downregulating this gene, using the same promoter driving
a pin-loop Dll RNAi construct (17), led to smaller eyespots (40). Nucleotide variation at Dll
had been previously associated with the regulation of eyespot size; i.e., individuals selected for
larger eyespots disproportionately carried with them a particular nucleotide variant at the Dll
locus, whereas those selected for small size carried a different nucleotide variant (5). This linkage
association study together with the functional study suggests that genetic variation at this locus
regulates variation in eyespot size via regulation of Dll expression levels at the larval stage of
development.
Overexpressing Dll during the pupal stage led to eyespots with a wider black center, but similar
in overall size to control eyespots, whereas ectopically expressing Dll in a patch of wing cells led
to ectopic patches of black scales differentiating on the wing (40). These functional experiments
show that late Dll expression contributes to the differentiation of the black ring of scales but not
total eyespot size. In addition, the ectopic experiments indicate that Dll is able to activate a complete gene regulatory network leading to black pigmentation—most likely the melanin synthesis
pathway. This network involves the coordinated up- and downregulation of multiple genes coding for pigmentation enzymes in individual scale cells (88, 89). These enzymes are responsible
for modifying melanin pigment precursors, transported in the hemolymph, into melanin. The
discovery that Dll can induce black pigment synthesis suggests that Dll is a master regulator of
this gene regulatory network, at least in the context of the pupal wing (40).
www.annualreviews.org • Evo-Devo of Butterfly Eyespots
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Dll, however, may not be regulating the melanin pigment pathway genes directly. Previous
molecular examination of an eyespot mutant in B. anynana, almost completely lacking back central
scales and displaying golden-yellow scales throughout the eyespot field, suggests that Dll may be
promoting melanization via the activation of another critical gene, sal. In Goldeneye mutants,
Dll was expressed throughout the eyespot field during the pupal stage; however, sal, normally
coexpressed with Dll in the region of black scales, was missing (15). This suggests that Dll can only
differentiate black scales as long as sal is also expressed in the same cells. Although we currently
lack functional data for sal, this is an especially interesting gene because it is also associated with
black pigmentation in butterfly lineages with more basal branching to the nymphalids, the pierids,
whereas Dll is not (42, 77). The wing melanization mechanism present in the ancestor of both
pierids and Bicyclus butterflies is not known, but several scenarios are possible. Perhaps both sal and
Dll were expressed in the black scales of such an ancestor, with Dll having a redundant function in
differentiating black scales, allowing for the loss of this gene in pierids. Alternatively, a single gene,
sal, was expressed in black patches in the ancestor, and Dll was subsequently co-opted to those
patches in the nymphalid lineage. The co-option of Dll had to occur upstream of sal, enabling it
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to activate the melanin pathway via sal activation. Only additional comparative functional work
will shed light on these alternative hypotheses.
Comparative functional work in other members of the Lepidoptera is currently lacking, but
findings from comparative functional research in flies are available. Of particular interest is the
recent demonstration that Dll overexpression across the wing of Drosophila biarmipes led to darker
pigmentation, whereas Dll downregulation via RNAi removed a dark spot from the wing tip (2).
Furthermore, the ectopic expression of another gene, coding for the ligand Wingless, also led to
black patches of pigmentation in a different species of Drosophila (85). In butterflies, wingless is
expressed in the eyespot centers during the period of eyespot signaling (<16 h after pupation),
slightly before Dll and sal expression are visualized in the surrounding disc of cells (42). These
results are intriguing and suggest that a modular gene regulatory network involved in melanin
synthesis—and with the ability to be activated by Dll, sal, and/or wingless—may have evolved
prior to the split of the Diptera from the Lepidoptera and been used to specify dark patches of
pigmentation in both lineages. Alternatively, the pigmentation network evolved regulatory control
by some of the same molecules, independently and in parallel in the fly and butterfly lineages.
Only additional comparative functional work will shed light on this issue.
The second eyespot-associated gene that has been functionally tested codes for the ligand
Hedgehog (Hh) (80). Hh mRNA was visualized in cells surrounding the eyespot centers of J. coenia
during late larval development (26). The expression of this gene, however, is lacking in the eyespots
of a different species of nymphalid, B. anynana (69), indicating that Hh is not associated with
eyespot development across all species. In J. coenia, however, this gene appears to be functional.
The sequestration of Hh ligand via hemolymph injections of a Hh-binding antibody during the
larval stages of wing development led to smaller eyespots, indicating that Hh is a positive regulator
of eyespot size in this species (80). Comparative expression studies of hh are currently lacking, so it is
unclear whether this gene was part of the initial set of genes that was co-opted to the eyespot centers
concurrently with the origination of eyespots and whose expression in eyespots was subsequently
lost in B. anynana, or whether hh was co-opted to eyespots only in some derived lineages, as
←−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
Figure 3
Proposed model for the genetic and regulatory architecture of the eyespot gene regulatory network. This
model is based on an earlier model (44) but incorporates new knowledge about the function of two genes
(Distal-less, Dll; and hedgehog, hh), highlighted with bold black outlines, as well as additional insights from
new gene expression studies. Other depicted genes are expressed in eyespots but, their function has yet to be
investigated. A spot marker gene and an eyespot master regulatory gene (EMR) have not yet been identified
and are hypothesized to be involved in spot and eyespot development, respectively. The co-option of a
network of prewired genes to the location of primitive spots may have been facilitated by the expression of a
spot marker gene (blue), primitively marking the center of each wing sector. The spot gene can alternatively
represent a suite of veins, activators, and repressors that may be involved in differentiating cells at the center
of a wing sector. The co-option of the network to particular wing sectors may be due to the evolution of
novel positional information (i.e., novel enhancers) in the EMR gene that allowed it to respond to the spot
gene as well as to the particular combination of transcription factors present in that wing sector, such as
Engrailed (En), Spalt (Sal), and Cubitus interruptus (Ci) (right). The presence of sector-specific enhancers in
the EMR, receiving input from the sector-specific transcription factors, may help eyespots evolve unique
identities with regard to size. The co-option of the EMR gene to the spot location brings with it a network of
other genes (highlighted with an orange background) that helped create an eyespot. Regulatory interactions
depicted in blue are inferred but have not been validated. The presence of single enhancers for genes in the
middle of the network (highlighted with asterisks), coupled with the potential absence of sector-specific
transcription factors during later stages of pupal development, may prevent eyespots from acquiring distinct
identities with regard to color composition in later stages of eyespot development. Other abbreviations:
Antp, Antennapedia; EcR, Ecdysone receptor; N, Notch; TGF-β, Transforming growth factor beta; wg, wingless.
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appears to be the case with the hox gene Antennapedia (55, 70). Either of these evolutionary
scenarios suggests that the gene was not initially required for eyespot origination but became
functional only in derived lineages, such as the one leading to J. coenia (80).
Aside from being implicated by functional experiments, a few other loci and signaling pathways
are implicated in eyespot development owing to examination of mutations that lead to alterations
both in eyespot morphology and in other traits where the developmental players are well known.
For instance, three separate mutations that map to the same locus in B. anynana cause large aberrations in eyespot size and/or color composition in heterozygotes but also disrupt early embryonic
segmentation when in homozygote condition (68). Because the observed embryonic defects are
similar to those in individuals with mutations for any of a series of regulators of the Wingless
signaling pathway in Drosophila, this pathway was indirectly implicated in eyespot development in
butterflies (68).

EVOLUTION OF EYESPOT NUMBER, MORPHOLOGY,
AND SEXUAL DIMORPHISM
Whereas the number of wing sectors that became competent to differentiate eyespots has increased
over evolutionary time, detailed analyses of eyespot number evolution within single genera show
that species are both losing and gaining eyespots from multiple wing surfaces at a fast pace (27,
54). In the subtribe Junoniini, for instance, eyespots on the dorsal hindwing have been lost and
regained in the same wing sectors multiple times. The same is happening in the genus Bicyclus
(54). Furthermore, in Bicyclus, eyespot number is evolving at sex-specific rates and at a faster rate
(more losses and gains) on the dorsal and forewing surfaces compared with the ventral or hindwing
surfaces of the wing, where eyespots are more stably expressed (54). Presumably these surfaceand sex-specific rates of eyespot losses and gains relate to the eyespot’s dual role in sexual signaling
and predator interactions in this genus; eyespots on private surfaces (the dorsal surfaces and the
forewing, which are often hidden at rest) appear to be evolving under labile patterns of sexual
selection, whereas those on exposed surfaces (i.e., the ventral surfaces and the hindwing) are under
strong stabilizing selection in both sexes (54).
The molecular basis for the rapid appearance and disappearance of eyespots in particular
sectors of the wing is currently not understood. Presumably, some set of mutations enable or
disable the eyespot gene regulatory network from functioning in specific wing sectors and act as
on-off switches (44). The disabling mutations are likely reversible because eyespots are able to
reappear in those sectors after having been absent (27, 54). One possibility for such lability could
be transposable elements jumping in and out of important regulatory loci, alternately rendering
them nonfunctional and then functional. Genetic data supporting this or any other explanation
for eyespot number evolution are currently lacking. The affected loci could be of two types. Either
they are sector-specific enhancers of a master regulatory gene (MRG) responsible for deploying
the complete network in particular sectors of the wing (Figure 3), or the loci are protein-coding
sequences of selector genes that are differentially expressed in particular sectors of the wing and that
interact with the eyespot gene regulatory network to up- or downregulate it just in those sectors
(Figures 2 and 3). Disruptions to the first type of loci (enhancers of a MRG) will presumably lead
to fewer pleiotropic effects compared with disruptions in genes expressed in wing sectors, as these
latter genes are likely also involved in positioning wing veins (9, 10).
A recent survey of presence and absence of eyespots across nearly 450 nymphalids found a large
degree of sexual dimorphism in these traits: Nearly 80% of the species with eyespots (278) were
sexually dimorphic for eyespot number (78). The sexual dimorphism happens in two directions: In
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the majority of cases females display more eyespots; in the minority males do. In addition, dorsal
surfaces of both forewings and hindwings and ventral surfaces of forewings display relatively few
eyespots but are disproportionately more sexually dimorphic than ventral hindwing surfaces (78).
Sexual dimorphism in eyespots can result either from natural selection acting differentially
in each sex, as shown recently in Junonia evarete (63), or from the action of sexual selection, as
observed in B. anynana (65, 66, 86). Additional experiments testing both modes of selection in a
broader set of species are needed. Only a much larger comparative study will allow us to understand
how eyespot function has been evolving and has been partitioned across wing surfaces over time.
At the proximate level, sexual dimorphism in eyespots indicates that the eyespot gene regulatory
network has gained the ability to be modified in a sex-specific fashion, presumably via input from
genes from the sex determination pathway (29, 87). One such gene, doublesex, was recently shown
to be a key regulator for the development of male- and female-specific patterns in a species of
Papilio butterfly (30), and preliminary data show that doublesex is expressed in eyespots. Future
work will head further in this direction. In addition, given that in genera such as Bicyclus and
Junonia eyespots can originate in both sexes and then be lost in a single sex, or, alternatively, can
originate from the very beginning in a single sex (53), studying the molecular basis of eyespot
presence/absence across species should be coupled with a close understanding of the molecular
mechanisms leading to sex-specific expression of eyespots.

DEVELOPMENTAL SYSTEMS BIASING AND CONSTRAINING
THE EVOLUTION OF EYESPOTS
There is great morphological diversity of eyespots across butterfly species; however, recent studies
have highlighted that certain types of diversity are rare and may stem from developmental constraints. The studies in question probed for particular types of genetic diversity within a species
and related their findings to the morphological diversity observed in closely related species. The
studies started with the observation that when directional artificial selection targets features of a
single eyespot, most other eyespots change in a coordinated way. For instance, selection directed
at size led to all eyespots becoming either larger or smaller (46), whereas selection directed at
color ring composition led to all eyespots becoming either more black or more gold—i.e., they
have a narrow exterior gold ring and a broad central disc of black scales, or the reverse, respectively (39). Given the correlated changes observed across all eyespots, the key studies that followed
asked whether populations harbor genetic variation that is eyespot-specific; i.e., whether certain
eyespots can vary independently from other eyespots. Interestingly, these studies found that eyespots have dedicated genetic variation for size but not for color composition (1, 4, 6–8): Different
sizes of eyespots within the same wing surface can evolve, but not different color ring compositions. In addition, presence/absence of eyespot-specific genetic variation for these two traits
within a species perfectly correlated with presence/absence of eyespot morphological diversity
across closely related species (1).
Three recent key discoveries may inform the nature of these constraints. One is that variation
in gene expression (Dll and hh) during the larval stage, rather than the pupal stage, alters eyespot
size (40, 80); another is that eyespots originated as a small series of individualized modules that
later colonized new wings and wing surfaces, presumably via cis-regulatory evolution of an eyespot
master regulatory (EMR) gene (52). The third insight is that selector genes that may be involved
in positioning wing veins in butterflies (such as Spalt expressed early in larval wings) appear to lose
their sector-specific expression in older larval wings, before the pupal stage (Figure 2), when the
eyespot rings differentiate (15).
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Below I propose two (nonexclusive) testable hypotheses about why there should be limited
eyespot-specific genetic variation affecting eyespot color composition but not size:
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1. The lack of selector gene expression differences along the anterior-posterior axis in pupal
versus larval wings: Multiple studies that have looked at the differentiation of serial homologs
along a body axis have documented the requirement for differential expression of selector
genes, such as hox genes, along that axis. These genes interact with serial homologs present
in that region of the body and modify their development independently of the flanking
serial homologs (3, 31, 79, 84). Perhaps important transcription factors, expressed only in
certain wing sectors in Drosophila and involved in vein differentiation, are also present in
the butterfly wing and are functioning in a similar fashion as hox genes—giving each sector
of the wing blade a discrete identity. One example is engrailed, and a second example is
spalt; both are essential genes for vein patterning in Drosophila (9), and both are expressed in
only a subset of wing sectors in both fly and butterfly larval wings (Figure 2). These genes,
owing to their asymmetric expression across the wing blade, could potentially be involved
in modifying the expression of eyespot genes in a sector-specific fashion—for instance,
leading to a sector-dependent regulation of genes involved in the control of eyespot size.
The sector-specific expression of spalt, however, seems to disappear in late larval wings
(Figure 2), perhaps because it is no longer required for vein positioning at this stage of
development. If several sector-specific genes, such as spalt, are absent from the pupal wing,
this may create a developmental constraint. This constraint would prevent the eyespot gene
regulatory network from being further modulated in different sectors of the wing, especially
at the critical point in development when eyespot color composition is being determined.
Mutations entering the system, and altering color ring genes at this stage of development,
would have the same effect across all eyespot modules, leading to more gold or more black
eyespots across the entire wing blade.
2. Sector-specific enhancers in a putative EMR gene may be appropriate mutational targets
for size regulation but not color composition. An alternative, but not exclusive, hypothesis
to the one above could be related to the mechanism through which eyespots have increased
in number on the wing since their origin. Perhaps the sequential appearance of eyespots on
hindwings, forewings, and dorsal surface sectors involved the evolution of novel enhancer
sequences in only a few key regulators (e.g., in an EMR gene) that allowed the network
to be expressed in the trans-regulatory environment of the novel wing sectors (Figure 3).
If these enhancers are discrete sequences, as is often the case with the enhancers of master
regulators of serially repeated traits (33, 35), molecular evolution within each enhancer could
allow for modulations of EMR gene expression independently in each wing sector and lead
to sector-specific variation in eyespot size. In contrast, genes that are downstream in the
network do not necessarily evolve sector-specific enhancers when the network is recruited
to novel wing locations; they reuse the same old enhancers in the novel context (38, 43).
This mechanism of eyespot network co-option translates to the absence of sector-specific
enhancers in genes such as Dll, sal, and en, which differentiate the eyespot rings during later
pupal stages of development (Figure 1). The absence of sector-specific dedicated enhancers
for these genes would explain why there is no genetic variation available to change the color
composition of an eyespot in opposite directions in different sectors of the wing.

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS
The natural history of eyespots is complex, only partly understood, and rich with potential for
future discoveries. The recent use of well-established phylogenies and the comparative method
14.14
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has pinpointed the origin of these complex traits in nymphalids to approximately 90 Mya. These
analyses have also shown that eyespots started as a few units on the ventral hindwing that progressively got co-opted to new wing sectors over evolutionary time. The retention of eyespots
in many lineages after their origin is explained by the important ecological role of eyespots in
interactions with predators, primarily based on their conspicuousness and bull’s-eye morphology
of highly contrasting colors. Subsequent to their origin, eyespots moved to dorsal wing surfaces,
where they currently function in sexual signaling. The high degree of sexual dimorphism (across
multiple surfaces) indicates that sex-specific patterns of natural selection and/or sexual selection
have been playing important roles in the diversification and maintenance of these traits. However,
more research in needed to dissect which of these two forces plays a dominant role and whether
these roles shift across lineages. In addition, there is endless research ahead for those mostly interested in the ecological significance of variation in eyespot number, position, and size across
nymphalids. Associated with eyespot origins is the concurrent origin of expression of multiple
genes in the center of these traits. Functional studies show that two of the genes that have been
tested so far function in eyespot development, and one is sufficient to modify scale color when
expressed ectopically on the pupal wing. Future comparative transcriptomic studies performed
across out-group species with spots and ingroup species with eyespots should provide a more
comprehensive picture of eyespot network evolution and identify the subset of genes that must be
contributing to eyespot origins. Another priority for the field is to map genetic variants involved
in eyespot number variation and to identify the loci that may have had key roles in eyespot origins
and that are potentially still involved in altering eyespot number and morphology across closely
related species. A separate endeavor is to understand how eyespots in other lineages or moths and
butterflies originated. Finally, this review highlights multiple untested models and hypotheses for
eyespot development that beg for more empirical support. In summary, there is plenty of work
ahead for those wishing to contribute to unraveling the fascinating evolutionary and developmental
puzzle surrounding the origin and diversification of eyespots in the wings of Lepidoptera.
SUMMARY POINTS
1. Eyespots serve both to deter or deflect attacks by predators and to attract mates.
2. There was a single origin of eyespots within the nymphalid lineage of butterflies, roughly
90 Mya.
3. Eyespots originated as a cluster of four or five units on the ventral hindwing, and they
only later appeared on the forewing and dorsal wing surfaces.
4. Multiple genes became expressed in eyespot centers concurrently with eyespot origins,
suggesting a network co-option event.
5. One of the genes whose expression was retained in eyespots, Distal-less, is a positive
regulator of eyespot size. Distal-less is also sufficient to differentiate black scales on the
pupal wing.
6. Rates of gains and losses of eyespots vary between males and females and also between
wing surfaces.
7. More work is necessary to explore the molecular basis of eyespot number evolution, sexual
dimorphism, and the constraint in eyespot color composition observed for eyespots on
the same wing.
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